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I'm Head And Heels In Love

Words by
IRVING CAESAR

Music by
LEO EDWARDS

Moderato

Piano

What did some some-body do to me?
I'm not trying to behave myself.

I've been acting like a fool.
I may even go insane.

It's a feeling that is new to me.
I don't even want to save myself.
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And I'm not so sure I want to take the cure:
Better watch your roof; I'm mad and here's the proof:

Refrain

walk on wheels, I talk in reels, I'm

head and heels in love

Cold November and December seem like July
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Warm July is like December, I don't know why.

I come and go, but I don't know what I am thinking of.

I'm so topsy-turvy, oh so nervous all day,
Dream and scream with fright each night. I'm
dimin.

right when I say,

That's how it feels when
crescendo

fate reveals,

You're head and heels in

love.

1

2

love.
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SUNNY
(Tom and Boys)

Words by
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Nev - er comb—your hair Sunny!

Leave the breezes there Sunny! Let your stock-
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